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Now in this era of science and technology, the computer may take a 

vital role to store and disseminate knowledge to the public. Through the 

internet technology, the people can get the information from any corner 

of the world by anyone and also distributing the information is easier. 

The internet has made our life become easier and more convenient but 

also has its dark side too. The biggest nuisance and threat for the 

internet community of the world has to be the hacker and spammers in 

the signs of intruders. Specifically the threats are created everyday by 

individuals and organizations which may attack or misuse the computer 

system. To find out the intruder and intrusion is an open issue because 

of the complexity of computer infrastructure. Internet of Things (IoT) is 

a new paradigm that connects the internet and physical objects in 

different domains such as home automation, industrial process, human 

health and environmental monitoring. . To handle the intrusion 

detection in IoT is not an easy task due to the IoT device specification, 

standards and protocol stacks. . However, there are lots of key issues 

addressing security concerns of IoT and need more research effort to be 

solved. This paper gives a complete survey about the taxonomy, 

summarized and organized recent research results of Intrusion detection 

system in IoT. Through this study the researchers are easy to detect the 

security loopholes arising out of the information exchange technologies 

in Internet of Things and also learn the various security attacks and 

approaches to mitigate those attacks.  

 
                Copy Right, IJAR, 2018,. All rights reserved. 
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Introduction:- 
Intrusion detection is a software or hardware which can detect the unauthorized user actions of computer system. 

IDSs can be classified as Network-based IDS (NIDS) and Host-based IDS (HIDS). Network-based IDS (NIDS) 

connects to one or more network segments and monitors network traffic for malicious activities. Host-based IDS 

(HIDS) is attached to a computer device and monitors malicious activities occurring within the system. The IDS 

works as an alarm or network observer it avoids damage of the systems by generating an alert before the attackers 

begin to attack. It can detect both internal and external attacks. Internal attacks are launched by malicious or 

compromised nodes that belong to the network whereas external attacks are launched by third parties who are 

initiated by outside network. IDS detect the network packets and determine whether they are intruders or legitimate 

users. The main components of IDS are Monitoring, Analysis and detection. The monitoring module monitors the 
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network traffics, patterns and resources. Analysis and Detection is a core component of IDS which detects the 

intrusions according to specified algorithm. Alarm module raised an alarm if intrusion is detected.  

 

IoT is an emerging technology that has attracted a considerable number of researchers from all around the world. 

There have been major contributions making this technology adapted into our daily life. It covers many fields 

including healthcare, automobiles, entertainments, industrial appliances, sports, homes, etc. The pervasiveness of 

IoT eases some everyday activities, enriches the way people interact with the environment and surroundings, and 

augments our social interactions with other people and objects.  In this paper present a complete catalog of IDS for 

IoT, security breach of IoT were reviewed substantially. Requirements and challenges of security measures in IoT 

were analyzed and collected under different headings.  

 

Taxonomy Of Ids For Iot:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ids Placement Strategy:- 

Distributed Ids Placement Strategy:- 

In a distributed IDS placement, the IDS placed every physical object. Oh et al. [1] proposed distributed lightweight 

IDS for detecting attacks.  They suggested two techniques such as auxiliary shifting and early decision. The main 

goal of this IDS to decrease the number of matches needed for detecting attacks. The results are compared with Wu-

Manber algorithm. Lee et. al.[2] also proposed a lightweight IDs which monitor the node energy consumption for 

detecting intrusions. The main objective of this IDs to minimize the computational resources needed for intrusion 

detection. This IDs also manage the node energy and control the inbound and outbound traffic. If the IDS detect any 

attacks it broadcasts a message to alert all nodes. 

 

Centralized Ids Placement Strategy:- 

In a centralized IDS placement, the IDS placed  in a centralized component.  Cho et  al. [3] proposed a solution for analyzing the 

packets that pass through the border router between the physical and the network domain. This work is monitoring 

only the border router traffic. Kasinathan et al. [4] also employed the centralized placement, but they took into 

consideration the IDS protection against a DoS (Denial of Service) attack. This way, the authors decided to deploy 

the IDS analysis engine and the IDS reporting system in a powerful dedicated host. They deployed the IDS sensors 

in the Low power and Lossy Networks (LLN), which were responsible for sniffing the network traffic and sending 

this data to the IDS analysis engine. The IDS dedicated host is wire connected to the IDS sensors, avoiding the 

transmission of IDS data and network regular data in the same wireless network. Therefore, if a DoS attack degrades 

the wireless transmission quality, IDS data transmission would not be affected.  

 

Hybrid Ids Placement:- 

Hybrid IDS placement combines the concepts of centralized and distributed placement to take advantage of their 

strong points and avoid their drawbacks. The first approach for hybrid placement organizes the network into clusters 

or regions, and only the main node of each cluster hosts an IDS instance. Then, this node becomes responsible for 

monitoring the other nodes of its cluster. The hybrid placement IDSs may be designed to consume more resources 
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than distributed placement IDSs. Amaral et al. [5] proposed an IDS for IoT using this approach. In this work, 

selected nodes in the network host an IDS. These selected nodes (watchdogs) aim to identify intrusions by 

eavesdropping the exchanged packets in their neighborhood. The watchdog decides whether a node is compromised 

according to a set of rules. Each watchdog has a particular set of rules because each component in the network might 

have a different behavior. For example, a border router usually experiences higher rates of messages than a regular 

node. The advantage of this approach relies on allowing the construction of a different set of rules for each area of 

the network. 

 

Types Of Ids:- 

Signature Based Ids:- 

In signature-based approaches, IDSs detect attacks when system or network behavior matches an attack signature 

stored in the IDS internal databases. If any system or network activity matches with stored patterns/signatures, then 

an alert will be triggered. In [6], Liu et al. proposed a signature-based IDS that employs Artificial Immune System 

mechanisms. Detectors with attack signatures were modeled as immune cells that can classify datagrams as 

malicious (non-self element) or normal (self-element). Moreover, detectors can evolve to adapt to new conditions in 

the monitored environment.  

 

Anomaly Based Ids:- 

This technique is also known as event-based detection. This technique identifies malicious activities by analyzing 

the event. Firstly, it defines the normal behavior of the network. Then, if any activity differs from normal behavior 

then its mark as an intrusion. In this approach, a malicious node can be detected  by matching the current protocol 

specification with previously defined protocol state. This approach detects attacks more efficiently than Signature based IDS. 

Thanigaivelan et al. [7] briefly introduced a distributed internal anomaly detection system for IoT. The principle of the proposed IDS is to look 

for any discrepancies in the network by monitoring the characteristics of one-hop neighbor nodes such as packet size and data rate. According 

to the authors, the system learns and derives the normal behaviors from the monitored information.  

 

Specification Based Ids:- 

This technique is somewhat similar to anomaly detection technique. In this technique, the normal behaviour of the network is 

defined by manually, so it gives less incorrect positives rate. This technique attempts to excerpt best between 

signature-based and anomaly based detection approaches by trying to clarify deviations from normal behavioral 

patterns that are created neither by the training data nor by the machine learning method. The development of attack or 

protocol specification is done by manually so it takes more time. So, this can be a disadvantage of this approach. Amaral et al. [8] proposed a 

specification-based IDS that allows the network administrator to create rules for attack detection. When one of these rules is violated, the IDS 

sends an alert to the Event Management System (EMS). The EMS runs on a node without resource constraints to correlate the alerts for 

different nodes in the network. 

 

Hybrid Approaches:- 
Hybrid approaches use concepts of signature-based, specification-based and anomaly based detection to maximize 

their advantages and minimize the impact of their drawbacks. Krimmling and Peter[9] tested anomaly and signature-

based IDSs using the IDS evaluation framework that they proposed. The results showed that each approach failed in 

detecting some kinds of attacks. According to the authors, a combination of these approaches could address a wider 

range of attacks with single IDS.  

 

Security Threats:- 

The objective of this subsection is to discuss how different attack types have been addressed in the IDS proposals for 

IoT. Enabling IoT solutions involves a composition of several technologies, services, and standards, each one with 

its security and privacy requirements. With this in mind, it is reasonable to assume that the IoT paradigm has at least 

the same security issues as mobile communication networks (e.g., WSNs), cloud services and the Internet. 

 

Summerville et al. [10] focused on conventional attacks. Summerville et al. assessed the performance of their IDS 

with conventional attack scenarios that included worm propagation, tunneling, SQL code injection, and directory 

traversal attacks. 
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Cyber-Attacks On Iot Applications:- 

Sinkhole Attack:- 

In this attack, malicious node at- tracts network traffic towards it. To launch these types of attack, a malicious node attract all adjacent nodes to 

forward their packets through the malicious node by showing its routing cost minimum. The attacker creates an attack by introducing false 

node inside a network .R.Stephen et al.[11] proposed an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to detect the sinkhole attack in 

the network which uses the RPL as a routing protocol. The proposed algorithm uses the detection metrics such as 

number of packets received and transmitted to validate the Intrusion Ratio (IR) by the IDS agent. A technique is 

proposed to identify whether the router node is a malicious node or not using the IR value. If IDS system detects the 

malicious node, it sends the alert message to the leaf nodes to isolate the malicious node in next data transmission. 

The aim of the proposed work is to minimize the Intrusion Ratio. 

 

Wormhole attack:- 

In this attack, the adversary node creates a virtual tunnel between two ends. An adversary node acts as a forwarding 

node between two actual nodes. The wormhole attack can also be used to convince two distinct nodes that they are the 

neighbors by relaying packets between two of them. Pavan Pongle Gurunath Chavan[12] proposed system is a novel intrusion 

detection system for the IoT, which is capable of detecting Wormhole attack and attacker. The proposed methods 

uses the location information of node and neighbor information to identify the Wormhole attack and received signal 

strength to identify attacker nodes. Design of such system will help in securing the IoT network and may prevents 

such attacks. This method is very energy efficient and only takes fixed number of UDP packets for attack detection, 

hence it is beneficial for resource constrained environment. 

 

Selective Forwarding Attack:- 

 In this attack, malicious node acts as a normal node but it selectively drops some  packets. Black hole attack is the 

simplest form of selective forwarding attack in which all packets are dropped by the malicious node. Shapla 

Khanam et.al [13] we propose a game - theory based attack model to analyze the malicious behavior of attackers in 

the IoT networks. In this model two players are involved in the game where player_1 and player_2 play to maximize 

and minimize the throughputs of the network respectively. Additionally, a hop-by-hop acknowledgement (ACK) 

algorithm is also presented detect malicious attacker in order to defend networks from selective forwarding attacks 

in IoT.  

 

Sybil Attack:- 

In this attack, the node has multiple identities. The routing protocol, detection algorithm and co-operation processes can be attacked by a 

malicious node . Kuan Zhang[14] et.al defines three types Sybil attacks: SA-1, SA-2, and SA-3 according to the Sybil 

attacker’s capabilities and then present some Sybil defense schemes, including social graph-based Sybil detection 

(SGSD), behavior classification-based Sybil detection (BCSD), and mobile Sybil detection with the comprehensive 

comparisons. Finally, they discuss the challenging research issues and future directions for Sybil defense in IoT. 

 

Denial Of Service (Dos) Attack:- 

This attack can damage the availability of resources. When this attack is made, resources are not available to legitimate users. 

Such type of attacks, when launched by various malicious nodes is called DDoS. This attack may affect the network resources, bandwidth, 

CPU time etc. Tasnuva Mahjabin et. Al [15] present a comprehensive survey of distributed denial-of-service attack, prevention, and 

mitigation techniques. They provide a systematic analysis of this type of attacks including motivations and evolution, analysis of different 

attacks so far, protection techniques and mitigation techniques, and possible limitations and challenges of existing research. Finally, some 

important research directions are outlined which require more attentions in near future to ensure successful defense against distributed denial-

of-service attacks. 

 

Validation Strategy:- 

According to D.Chrun[16] presents a validation consists of checking that the built model behaves with satisfactory 

accuracy within the study objectives. There are many validation techniques, and they may be distinguished by two 

sources of information: experts and data. While the use of experts provides a subjective and often qualitative model 

validation, the use of data may allow a quantitative and more objective validation. Our goal here is to investigate the 

validation strategy employed in the intrusion detection methods for IoT.  

Hypothetical:-Hypothetical examples, having unclear relation to actual phenomena and degree of realism. 

Empirical:-Empirical methods, such as systematic experimental gathering of data from operational settings. 

Simulation:-Simulation methods of some IoT scenario. 

Theoretical:-Formal or precise theoretical arguments to support results. 
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Security Issues In Iot Architecture:- 

The biggest challenge of IoT is ensuring data and privacy protection. The key technologies of IoT are RFID 

technology, sensor technology, embedded system technology and nanotechnology; therefore, one of the main risks 

comes from the technology of construction. Since IoT is the integration of multiple heterogeneous networks it is 

difficult to achieve a reliable connection between the individual nodes in IoT due to the nodes constantly changing. 

IoT architecture can be divided into three layers: sensing layer, transportation layer and application layer (Table I). 

 

Application layer Transport layer Sensing layer 

Information availability, user 

authentication, 

information privacy, data integrity, 

IoT platform 

stability, middleware security, 

management platform 

DOS/DDOS attacks, forgery/middle 

attack, 

heterogeneous network attacks, 

WLAN application 

Conflicts, capacity and connectivity 

issues etc. 

Interruption, interception, 

modification, fabrication, 

uniform coding for RFID, conflict 

collision for RFID 

etc. 

 

 

Attack Mitigation Techniques:- 

Tasnuva Mahjabin et.al[17]  present a comprehensive survey of distributed denial-of-service attack, prevention, and 

mitigation techniques. We provide a systematic analysis of this type of attacks including motivations and evolution, 

analysis of different attacks so far, protection techniques and mitigation techniques, and possible limitations and 

challenges of existing research. Finally, some important research directions are outlined which require more 

attentions in near future to ensure successful defense against distributed denial-of-service attacks. 

 

RaviTeja Gaddam  and Dr. M. Nandhini [18] tries to analyze several attacks that are targeting the IoT network and 

discusses the recent works to provide security for IoT. They also propose an architecture for efficient IDS in IoT 

network. propose a novel Intrusion Detection System to thwart the attackers and to protect the IoT connected 

devices from a variety of attacks.  Authors designed and successfully evaluated the enhanced Snort IDS in 

conventional networks. 

 

V.Gayathri et.al [19] proposed a system incorporates security along with automation using IOT. The security 

module successfully sends alerts upon detecting intruder using wireless sensors and biometric techniques where 

owner further can take necessary actions also owner can successfully automate environment through app thus 

enabling owner to simplify complex tasks, enhance convenience and comfort, save energy efficiently, access and 

use home systems anywhere and enjoy completely security. 

 

Aastha Puri1, Nidhi Sharma [20] proposed several machine learning and other suitable approaches proposed to solve 

the problem of intrusion have been reviewed and conclusion on the basis of the performance parameters is drawn. 

Many approaches have been used in the security analysis of the computer networks. In one approach Particle Swarm 

Optimization algorithm is used with the unsupervised classification algorithm. The IDCPSO technique shows higher 

speed of convergence and high detection rate as compared to the genetic approach. In another method PSO 

algorithm is used with the Map Reduce approach which improves the parallelization in the approach of data mining. 

The detection in large amount of data is improved and the speed of operation is improved as compared to the basic 

approach. Some use unsupervised clustering using the grid based and density based approaches. This helps 

improving the anomaly detection rate of the process. In future several other machine algorithms must be 

implemented with unsupervised clustering approaches. 

 

Summary Of Intrusion Detection System For Iot Devices:- 

Ref Objective Methodology Achievements 

[1] To detect attacks 
auxiliary shifting method and 

the early decision scheme 

speedup of up to 2.14 compared 

to the traditional pattern-

matching algorithm  

[2] 

To implement a secure 

communication in Internet of 

Things 

The 6LoWPAN energy 

consumption models for mesh-

under and route-over routing 

schemes also concerned. 

The sensor nodes with irregular 

energy consumptions are 

identified as malicious attackers. 

[3] To detect threat in Botnet. 
A novel mechanism of Botnet on 

6LoWPAN. 

analyze the threat of Bot- 

net on 6LoWPAN and propose a 
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mechanism to detect Botnet on 

6LoWPAN.  

[4] 
To detect DoS attacks based on 

6LoWPAN 
To use DoS detection architecture 

It overcomes the resource 

constraint problems and provides 

more power to detect complicated 

attacks. 

[5] 

Identify intrusion in network-

based intrusion detection 

system (IDS) for IPv6-enabled 

wireless sensor networks.  

The watchdog decides whether a 

node is compromised according to a 

set of rules. Each watchdog has a 

particular set of rules because each 

component in the network might 

have a different behavior.  

The proposed IDS is used to 

detect security attacks based on 

traffic signatures and abnormal 

behaviors. 

[6] 
To detect the security threat in 

the Internet of Things (IoT), 

The mechanisms of artificial 

immune system are applied to the 

IoT environment 

The attack information library is 

defined. Attacks detected by 

detectors in the IoT are combined 

with the attack information 

library to alarm the manager of 

the IoT. 

[7] 
Create an anomaly detection 

system for Internet-of-things 

Monitoring the characteristics of one-hop 

neighbor nodes such as packet size and data 

rate. The system learns and derives the 

normal behaviors from the monitored 

information.  

To detect anomaly in IoT 

environment. 

[8] Attack detection 

The EMS runs on a node without resource 

constraints to correlate the alerts for different 

nodes in the network. 

Attack detection through EMS 

[9] 
Tested anomaly and signature-

based IDSs 
Using IDS evaluation framework Attack detection successfully. 

[10] To solve conventional attacks 

Assessed the performance of their 

IDS with conventional attack 

scenarios that included worm 

propagation, tunneling, SQL code 

injection, and directory traversal 

attacks. 

Conventional attacks detected 

[11] 

to detect the sinkhole attack in 

the network which uses the 

RPL as a routing protocol. 

 

The  proposed algorithm uses the 

detection metrics such as  

number of packets received and 

transmitted to validate the Intrusion 

Ratio (IR) by the IDS agent. A 

technique is  

proposed to identify whether the 

router node is a malicious  

node or not using the IR value.  

The proposed mechanism 

calculates the Intrusion Ratio to 

identify the malicious nodes in 

the network.  

 

[12] 
To detect Wormhole attack and 

attacker 

Designed for resource constrained 

sensor nodes and able to detect 

Wormhole attacks of two kind 

packet relay and encapsulation.  

Attack detection rate is high 

compared with previous methods. 

 

[13] 

To analyze and detect selective 

forwarding attacks to ensure a 

secure routing. 

 

A game-theory based attack model 

to analyze the malicious behavior of 

attackers in the IoT networks.  

Detect the malicious attacker in 

the IoT heterogeneous network 

[14] 
Survey of Sybil attacks and 

defense schemes in IoT. 

Present various sybil attack 

detection schemes 

Sybil attacks are detected. 

 

[15] 
To present a comprehensive survey of 

distributed denial-of-service attack, 
- 

Some important research directions are 

outlined which require more attentions in 
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prevention, and mitigation techniques.  near future to ensure successful defense 

against distributed DoS attacks. 

[16] 
Tested using validation 

strategy 
Use validation model 

Investigate the validation strategy 

employed in the intrusion 

detection methods for IoT.  

[17] 
Survey of DoS attacks and 

mitigation techniques  
- 

Important research directions are 

outlined which require more 

attentions in near future to ensure 

successful defense against 

distributed denial-of-service 

attacks. 

[18] 

To analyze several attacks that 

are targeting the IoT network 

and discusses the recent works 

to provide security for IoT.  

Proposed a novel Intrusion 

Detection System to thwart the 

attackers and to protect the IoT 

connected devices from a variety of 

attacks.   

Authors designed and 

successfully evaluated the 

enhanced Snort IDS in 

conventional networks. 

[19] Security in IoT 
Novel security model is used to 

secure the IoT environment. 

Energy efficient security system 

in home 

[20] To solve intrusion detection 

Particle Swarm Optimization 

algorithm is used with the 

unsupervised classification 

algorithm. 

The IDCPSO technique shows 

higher speed of convergence and 

high detection rate as compared 

to the genetic approach 

 

Conclusion:- 
In this survey paper mainly focused about IDS research efforts for IoT. Totally 20 papers are selected for the 

literature which specifically elaborate about the IDS taxonomy, challenges and security attack mitigation 

approaches. These papers were published between 2014 and 2017.  The various attacks are discussed and also 

present mitigation techniques for handling attacks. This work is used for the researchers those who are working in 

IDS to get a clear idea about IDS and IoT. 
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